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The landscape is never inert,
people engage with it,
re-work it, appropriate it
and contest it.
— Barbara Bender, Landscape:
Politics and Perspectives, 19931

Ed Wall / Project Studio,
Drawing 7, Valley Project,
2019
The complex of interactions across the
valley are complicated by contemporary
technologies, landscape processes and
work practices. Drawing 7 represents these
entangled relations, including historical
accounts and future imaginaries, across
a valley region in the north of Scotland.

From the perspective of architectural design, the framing of
landscapes tends towards physical geographies that have
the potential to be reimagined, and visual representations
that are constructed to explore and design them. Material
territories are surveyed, drawn, reconsidered and
reconstructed. Landscape drawings (including photography,
visualisations and animations) are the means through
which landscape futures are claimed and projected, and
in the contemporary Western world they frequently adopt
ego-centred scenographic traditions of landscape painting.
This issue of 2, however, presents many other relations
of landscape. In the opening essay to her book Landscape:
Politics and Perspectives (1993), the anthropologist Barbara
Bender reminds us that ‘Landscapes are created by people
– through their experience and engagement with the world
around them’.2 This issue highlights the work of a group of
geographers and artists, architects and theorists – and of
course, landscape architects – and their ways of making
and remaking what Bender terms ‘other landscapes’.3 These
complex and often conflicting landscapes are entanglements
of places, subjectivities, actions and bodies – migrant, citizen,
traveller, resident and indigenous populations.
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From house bands to murals and from industrial
sites to imagined futures, landscapes are created,
transformed and frequently contested as people situate
themselves in their surroundings and in relation to each
other. Practices of working, commuting, eating, drawing,
imagining and dismantling, in addition to more disruptive
occupations, resistances and strikes, all have the potential
to produce landscapes. But while it can be argued that
everyone creates landscapes, there are some individuals,
communities and organisations that actively engage in
relations of landscape to further its agency: exposing
political agendas behind territorial claims; working with
contradictions in border territories; addressing ecological
challenges of climate change; exploring potentials of
other worlds; critiquing processes of urbanisation;
and experimenting with visual representations. These
engagements are less focused on disciplinary claims to
landscape as tightly defined practices of art, architecture,
geography or ecology, and more part of an expanding field
that is contesting, reframing and producing. Landscape is
often described as a ‘way of seeing’,4 as Denis Cosgrove
quotes the art critic John Berger – a Western tradition of
visually dominated perspectives of the land. But as this 2
reveals, landscape is not just a visual medium; it can also
be understood as ways of thinking, ways of working and
ways of being. If we are all landscapes – material forms of
daily traditions inseparable from designs for the future –
then seeking to make explicit the many ways from which
landscapes are constituted becomes essential.
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Relations Between
To investigate relations of landscape is to question
practices of how landscapes are produced, imagined,
situated and lived. Patrick Geddes’s Valley Section
drawings, longitudinal sections that typically follow
the course of a river from its source to the sea that
were first published in 1909, remain a useful point
of departure in understanding work practices and
their associated tools in relation to different physical
geographies. While historical accounts of Geddes’s
work are well documented, in particular through the
research of historian Volker M Welter,5 closer readings
of his many Valley Section drawings in the contexts
of contemporary urbanisation and an expanding
frame of landscape, highlight the potential of new and
critical perspectives.
In his 1909 Valley Section, Geddes presents the
regional relations between settlements of cities and
villages, productive landscapes of agricultural fields
and forestry, and resources from fishing and mining.
Subsequent drawings describe relations along
streets, include different occupations and tools, and
are situated within specific geographic contexts, such
as Edinburgh. Geddes experimented over decades
with different combinations, categorisations and
representations. He approached his Valley Section
drawings as Christina Leigh Geros (see her article
on pp 14–21 of this issue) considers landscape
architecture, as an ecology of practices.

Ed Wall and Emma Colthurst / Project Studio,
Model 1, Valley Project,
2019
The Valley Project critically unpacks Geddes’s model within the context
of contemporary urbanisation to explore new landscapes, varying
practices of work and their associated tools, in addition to the products
of the landscape and the potential of other forms of representation.
Model 1 relates the conditions of making and the tastes of whisky to
a specific contemporary section across Scotland.

Patrick Geddes,
Valley Section,
1909
opposite top: Patrick Geddes studied botany and later applied his
understanding of plants and animals to develop a regional model that
he named the Valley Section. What became a series of investigations
illustrates the complex relations between social occupations of humans
and the environments in which these are practised.
Patrick Geddes,
Valley Section,
1925
opposite bottom: Geddes developed many different Valley
Section drawings, that included contrasting landscape
types, such as the high street, and varying occupations
and tools. The illustration here shows social types in their
native habitats and in their parallel urban manifestations.
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The contributors to this issue seek to answer a number
of recurring questions that reflect the trajectory of Geddes’s
investigation: What are the contemporary and future
landscape relations that necessitate greater scrutiny? What
are the changing techniques and emergent technologies that
inform them? How can we understand these landscapes as
always in process? What is at stake as they are produced?
How can we work with the partial knowledge of landscapes
that are constantly made and remade?
Latest Landscapes
In recent decades, changing processes of urbanisation
have transformed landscapes around the world
and reframed our conceptualisation of them. New
infrastructures, contrasting approaches to their provision
and varying patterns of growth have further complicated
Geddes’s regional adjacencies of mountains to forests,
to fields, to cities, to oceans. As informal settlements
intersect with river systems, as governments reinforce
national borders, and as design practices invent new
urban forms to address growing ecological crises, rereading the physical environments of the past and
questioning those of the future has become a necessary
task. Tensions between landscape relations, processes of
growth, decay, building, occupation, abandonment and
erosion require closer critique. Such concerns are the
focus of both Luis Callejas and Charlotte Hansson, who
examine a series of disputed island territories (pp 46–53),
and the discussion of design projects confronting climate
crises described by Kate Orff (pp 94–9). The role of design
is core in imagining future forms of landscapes, whether
as speculative design narratives in Tiago Torres-Campos’s
exploration of Manhattan’s geological conditions (pp
38–45) or the experimental pedagogies of Advanced
Landscape and Urbanism at the University of Greenwich
in London (pp 54–61).

H5,
My Generation,
2018
My Generation is a short
animated film by H5, a
creative studio based in
Paris. Building on the acclaim
of their earlier short film
Logorama, an animation that
critiqued consumer culture
and its impact on global
warming, in My Generation
H5 address landscapes of
finance, politics, sex, religion,
sport, data and art culture
in the context of growing
populist rhetoric.
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Technological Practices
Historical work practices – miner, woodsman, hunter,
shepherd, peasant, fisher – and their associated tools have
also evolved. Since Geddes’s investigations of the Valley
Section, different technologies have transformed ways,
places and routines of work. Flexible working patterns and
digital devices that uncouple social activities from specific
landscape types, and blur online and physical realms, have
become new landscape tools (see Tim Waterman’s article on
pp 80–87). Machines for observing and recording, satellites
communicating from earth’s orbit, and the means to survey
street spaces and activities also continue to be advanced.
Contrasting ways of reading landscapes are the focus of
Richard Mosse’s photography, which, as on the cover of this
2, highlights the lived experience of refugees through the
use of a thermal video camera. Different methods are also
key to collaborations across disciplines, such as the aerial
photography of Alex McLean and corresponding collages
constructed by James Corner, who read the Jefferson grid
from the road. The resultant publication, Taking Measures
Across the American Landscape (1996),6 provides a point
of reflection for Corner in his description in this issue of
different measures of contemporary urban landscapes (pp
88–93). Infrastructural forms and technologies are also
the focus of DESIGN EARTH (Rania Ghosn and El Hadi
Jazairy) who visualise narratives of waste infrastructures
through their Trash Peaks project (pp 32–7) to create new
understandings and approaches to landscape.
In Process
Growth, decay, production and waste are bound up with
all landscapes. As Bender explains, and as illustrated
by Archigram in their section drawings of Instant City
(1970), they are always ‘in process of construction and
reconstruction’.7 In the context of less tangible relations
between people and their surroundings, and slower-moving

changes such as localised weathering and impacts of global
warming, as investigated, for example, by Studio Folder in
the Italian Alps, landscapes can seem frustratingly illusive
and impossible to represent. However, the geographer
Doreen Massey reminds us that in addition to a conceptual
understanding of landscapes as processes, we also
encounter them as material objects: ‘Of course, in the
practical conduct of the world we do encounter “entities”,
there is on occasion harmony and balance; there are
(temporary) stabilisations; there are territories and borders’.8
Registering the physicality of landscapes in the context of
the nonhuman processes from which they are produced,
and human practices by which they are constituted, brings
complex considerations of landscape into close proximity.
The quarry situated in the mountains, the minerals extracted,
the individual workers, the corporate owners and the tools
employed are inextricably connected with planned factory
towns, pollution of local rivers, commodities consumed and
landscapes of waste and reuse. Such messy associations,
further complicated by our individual and collective
experiences, define all landscapes, as Harry Bix describes
of East Anglia Records’ interconnectedness of quotidian
musical performances, drawings and poetry (pp 62–5), and
as Gareth Doherty and Pol Fité Matamoros (pp 100–105) and
Teddy Cruz and Fonna Forman (pp 114–19) illustrate in their
research of border landscapes.
Uneven Sections
The equal division of the Geddes Valley Sections across
landscape types and their associated occupations fails
to represent uneven processes of production that result

Peter Cook, Instant City Airships,
sequence of effect on a typical English town,
1970
This series of sectional drawings of Instant City emphasises both the temporality of
the proposal as well as its longer-term impact on the potential to make. Comprising
many drawings and models by the avant-garde architecture group Archigram, the
project works across a range of scales demonstrating site-specific considerations
from architectural forms to regional- and national-scale networks.

Valentina Galiulo,
Protocol map of Environmental Justice (Seville),
TELLme project,
Department of Architecture and Urban Studies,
Polytechnic University of Milan,
2019
The complexity of creating mapping systems that are sufficiently adaptable
for different geographic contexts while adequately consistent to provide for
comparison is at the core of the EU-funded TELLme project led by Professor
Antonella Contin at the Polytechnic University of Milan. In this specific map,
the concept of environmental justice is combined with social cohesion,
referring to the people who inhabit urban space and the relationships
established between individuals and the territory.
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in intensities of investment in some areas and lack of
infrastructure in others. Furthermore, the absence of certain
work activities and the invisibility of landowners, planners,
developers and politicians, individuals and organisations
that make political decisions and inform economic agendas,
ignore the imbalances of power across contemporary
landscapes. While the sectional projections employed in
Geddes’s drawings offer a relational understanding of the
region, their diagrammatic qualities also deny the subtleties
and complexities of landscapes in change. Neither do they
represent the unequal distribution of risks endured by some
people and the benefits gained by others. In this issue, Pierre
Bélanger (pp 120–27) identifies conflict between indigenous
cultures and Western practices, as techniques and languages
are simultaneously appropriated and denied their historical
significance, while Matthew Gandy (pp 106–13) identifies
subtle contradictions within urbanisation practices in his
research into Park am Gleisdreieck in Berlin that may suggest
more significant intertwinings of urban change. The specificity
of processes of change that unfold in different places is
highlighted in Toya Peal’s description of the site-specific works
of Berlin-based artist Larissa Fassler (pp 66–73) who aims
in her work to represent the lives and concerns of people
inhabiting the city.
Incomplete Landscapes
In ‘Situated Knowledges: The Science Question in Feminism
and the Privilege of Partial Perspective’ (1988), Donna
Haraway states that the ‘view of infinite vision’, provided by
the technological enhancements of human sight through
surveillance systems, video displays, graphic manipulation
and mapping, ‘are an illusion’.9 While not explicitly claimed
by Geddes, his Valley Section drawings imply a distanced,
impartial and total view of landscapes. By recognising the
selective and limited vision provided by satellites, cameras
and surveying equipment along with the partial understanding
of ourselves and limited knowledge of our environments, we
can appreciate an incompleteness in all landscapes. Totalising
vision can mistakenly suggest a comprehensiveness of order
and control of what makes up the relations of geographies,
practices and tools.
The suggestion of the valley as a contained system also
denies wider global relations that are essential to practices
addressing ecological destruction and anthropogenic climate
change. Reconsiderations of the Valley Section, as explored
in the recent work of Project Studio – a platform for design
and research collaborations focused on landscapes and
cities – must address the relationships between planetary
scales of urbanisation and other lives, spaces and processes,
including what Neil Brenner and Nikos Katsikis term
‘operational landscapes’ (pp 22–31). Haraway states: ‘The
moral is simple: only partial perspective promises objective
vision’.10 She advocates adopting viewpoints from below, from
positions of the subjugated: ‘there is good reason to believe
vision is better from below the brilliant space platforms of
the powerful’.11 However, mediating between perspectives,
interrogating the structures of power as they manifest in
specific situations, provides a more focused approach. To
understand the relations between landscapes of geopolitical
decisions and global economic agendas and how they come
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Drawing Architecture Studio,
Tuan Jie Hu Panorama,
Beijing,
2014
Vividly depicting the daily life of a neighbourhood through exploring different drawing
techniques, the sectional projections of buildings combined with the opportunity
for the viewer to simultaneously read different projections challenges conventional
representational methods and offers a particular relational perspective of this urban
landscape. The drawing describes the complexity of relations between people living their
lives, the urban environment in which they live, and the audience.

Studio Folder,
Italian Limes,
2019
Italian Limes is a research project led by Studio Folder (Marco Ferrari, Elisa Pasqual,
Alessandro Busi and Aaron Gillett) and an interactive art installation that explores remote
Alpine regions, where national borders drift as glaciers move and change. The researchers
monitor Austrian-Italian watersheds to look at relationships between borders and
environmental change.

to bear on specific places, lives and practices requires a
range of strategies, representations and actions – as seen
in the environmental protests of Extinction Rebellion.
The consideration of multiple, less fixed positions from
which different and collective approaches can be considered
are key in challenging the ego-centred landscapes that
Bender critiques.12
The Landscapists
Who and what define landscapes? Which practices are
employed as landscapes are formed? What is at stake in
their production? The landscapes of this issue of 2 are
contrasting unstable urban ecologies, creative environments
and contested territories, connected through reflecting and
situating the processes and practices from which they are
constituted. As Bender describes: ‘Each individual holds
many landscapes in tension’.13 This 2 exposes such conflicts,
evidencing divergent ideas, provoking contradictions and
forming moments of connection within and between.
Critical urban and landscape theory can be uncomfortable
bedfellows with contemporary design practices, as the role
that architectural practice has in contributing to gentrification
and ecological damage is questioned or as theoretical
writing is tested by the pragmatics of client briefs, financial
ambitions and site constraints. Furthermore, landscape does
not sit neatly in a line-up of disciplinary silos. As Bender
insists, landscape ‘has to be an area of study that blows apart
the conventional boundaries between disciplines’.14 This
need to continually unpack, reconsider and reconstitute the
professional frame of working with landscape is highlighted
by Charles Waldheim as he recalls historical struggles for the
naming of the disciplines.15 He describes the French term
‘paysagiste’ that has been used to refer to those undertaking
a range of landscape practices. However, he explains that in
contemporary Paris landscape architects have reappropriated
the word as less formal than the conventional term for
landscape architect, ‘architecte-paysagiste’: ‘The translation
of the term into English,’ he explains, ‘offers itself readily as
simply “landscapist”’.16

Extinction Rebellion protest,
Waterloo Bridge,
London,
18 April 2019
The week-long occupation of London’s Waterloo
Bridge by the environmental activist group Extinction
Rebellion created a new landscape in the capital in
order to provoke political and economic action to
address the ongoing ecological and climate crisis.
Increasing awareness of the relation between human
actions and planetary ecologies establishes specific
global-scale landscapes.
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